
Automate data 
privacy & governance 
Immuta helps data teams automate privacy and governance when sensitive 
data is used for business intelligence, analytics and data science - in the 
cloud or on premise. Simplify data preparation time, eliminate manual 
anonymization, and mitigate security risks while delivering subscription-level, 
self-service access to analysts and data scientists. Immuta governs 
production analytics for the organizations who compete with data yet must 
preserve privacy - from global banks and healthcare companies, to 
intelligence agencies, to tech and consumer brands.

Provide safe, self-service data access to anyone
Empower data science, BI, product, strategy, innovation and other teams to innovate faster with 

safe, self-service access to any data source - even those with sensitive or private data.

Advanced privacy protection without copying data
Deploy advanced privacy-enhancing technologies (PETs) to derive new insights from data 

that would otherwise be unavailable for analytics due to privacy rules and regulations.

Scale fine-grained access controls with ABAC
Prevent data misuse, data leakage and regulatory violations by automatically governing data 

access with modern, fine-grained, attribute-based access controls (ABAC).

Create data policies once and enforce 

them across new and existing users

Data stays where it should be - no 

copying data for specific roles

Scale management across hundreds of 

users without any role changes

Oversee who accesses what data, 

when, and for what purpose or project

Apply advanced privacy techniques 

without code (differential privacy, 

k-anon, randomization and more)

Policy enforcement is transparent to 

existing analytical tools and notebooks

Reduce risk of re-identification by 

using automated PETs, backed by 

math with detailed audit reports

Simplify data pipelines with policies 

applied on read, without copying data

Create a subscription catalog of data 

spanning cloud and on-premise data sources

Enable user workflows to subscribe to data, 

with access granted or denied dynamically

Ensure fine-grained access control 

(column-, row- and cell-level) on read

Run subscription reports to see who 

has access to what data



Available as a cloud, hybrid cloud, or on-premises solution, Immuta is easy to 
get up and running. Simply connect Immuta to your cloud data platform or 
on-premises data, author policies without writing code, provide self-service data 
access, and audit compliance with built-in reports.

01 CATALOG YOUR DATA

Register, tag and understand your data 
in seconds - without making copies.
With support for all major cloud data platforms - as well as dozens of 

on-premises databases and big-data platforms - Immuta provides a 

central, subscription-level Catalog for BI and analytics data without 

copying or manually extracting any sensitive information.

03 SELF-SERVICE ACCESS & PROJECTS

Provide self-service access to data and 
empower data teams to collaborate – 
eliminating complex, manual workflows. 
Because Immuta continually enforces your data governance policies, 

users can access the data they need directly, create their own projects, 

and publish derivative work. Immuta ensures data access and usage is 

governed continuously with every query from any tool.

04 AUDITING & COMPLIANCE

Prove compliance with regulations & 
rules with powerful reports & audit logs
Immuta’s powerful auditing and reporting tools give you immediate insight 

into how data is used across the organization, making it easy to monitor 

security, prove compliance, and make smarter policy decisions. Build trust 

with security and legal teams by proving data use is fully compliant with 

governance and privacy policies. 

02 CONTROL AND GOVERN

Author data security and access 
control policies - without any coding.
Immuta’s intuitive Policy Builder allows anyone of any technical skill to 

author complex security and privacy policies. Eliminate the burden of 

role-based data access by using attribute- and purpose-based policies 

that govern the data itself and how it is used.

Create Data Source

Custom

MEMSQL Microsoft SQL Server

Oracle

RedShift

Teradata

MySQL

Greenplum

Azure SQL Data
Warehouse

Sybase ASE

PostgreSQL

Google BigQuery

{

“id”: “63f408f0-f290-11e8-8eb3-4731nbff32f6c”,

“dateTime”: “1543356260093”,

“month”: 1426,

“profield”: 1,

“userId”: “steve@immuta.com”,

“dataSourceId”: 3,

“dataSource”: “Bank Deposits”,

“count”: 1,

“recordType”: “sqlQuery”,

“success”: false,

“failureReason”: “insufficientPermissions”,

Audit Record 63f408f0-f290-11e8-8eb3-4731nbff32f6c 
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Ready to get started? Request a demo today.

www.immuta.com/demo


